
 EDC1015 – THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK – COMPOSTE SUMMARY 

Logical Empiricism Critical Rationalism Existentialism 

Theory of behaviourism 
Objectives and results   What is a fact? 
Reinforcements   Positive & negative 

Theory of constant questioning 
Explanations   How do we know this is true? 
Rational problem solving 

Theory of meaning of life 
Person should find own meaning in life 
What is the meaning of life? Why do I exist? 

Main ideas Main Ideas Main Ideas 

Verification                   objectivity Debate                                Criticism Self-examination          Self-discovery 

Experience                   Logical truth Freedom of expression       Explanation Decision making          Choice making 

Analysis                     Factual truth Falsifiability                       Democracy Meaning of life 

Measurement                Experiments Questioning                        Anti-authoritarian Understanding of existential purpose 

Quantitative research  -     Scientific/mathematical 
statements 

Open society                      non-dogmatic Opposed to nihilism 

Advantages Advantages Advantages 

1. understand how our physical world operates Encourage questioning- What people in authority tells us Question people's ideas and values 

2. test the truth of certain claims- discourage prejudice Promote justice and fairness- Open to what other people 
think 

Seeks openness about ourselves 

3. refute what is false- clear thinking Examine own opinions carefully Requires us to trust our instincts 

4. respect the natural laws of the universe Be more tolerant and understanding Spot fakes 

5. learn from experience Solve problems Encourage- enjoy life more 

Disadvantages Disadvantages Disadvantages 

• it places too much emphasis on science- Make quick decisions- immediate action May make us to trusting 

• It ignores human values Cannot help with Find meaning in life Can be confusing at times 

• It views human beings as machines Deal with dishonest people Can cause anger & helplessness 

• It tends to ignore anything that cannot be explained 
scientifically 

Feel secure- make people feel insecure May lead to despair 

• It confines truth to that which can be experienced 
through the sense. 

Solve problem of suffering May be disruptive 

•   Nihilist- philosophy of nothing 

Proponents: B Russell, J Locke  Supporters- Socrates, K Popper, S Hawking        Jean Baudrillard, Jacques Derrida 
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Feminism Phenomenology Hermeneutics 

Different strands, African, American, British, European, 
Islamic, Tolerance & respect 
Who says the male is the norm? 

Lived experience and the self, Social phenomenology, 
Cosmic phenomenology 
Why are we? 

The science of interpretations 
Life as a process of interpretation 
Believes images and symbols speak to us 

Main idea Main idea Main idea 

Question traditional social rules Learning is the discovery of the self Culture and history Important 

Power                     Exclusion Teaching -helping learners to discover who they are Creativity- Art, drama, music 

Male domination    Female oppression Inner being is more important- outside world Important to listen and watch 

Social roles             Sexual stereotyping Important in various religions- Buddhism Individual life experience ,  dialogue 

Patriarchy Discovery of truth is important Conciliation, peacemaking 

Advantages Advantages Advantages 

Encourage re-examination value systems Ethnical concerns are important Anti-authoritarian/ be more tolerant 

Empowers women-psychological& moral power Enables us to examine our lives closely Encourages individual to create own meaning 

Gives women courage Reject false value systems (materialism) Understand each other 

Help traditional marriage that are failing Slow down and Lead less stressful lives Encourages learning as life-long process 

Can contribute alternative ideas to discussions of social 
problems 

Humanitarian and compassionate- find happiness Discover own hidden artistic abilities 

Disadvantages Disadvantages Disadvantages 

Limits dialogue and understanding between men and 
women 

Can be authoritarian- can accept social evil/ Can be morally 
demanding 

Very subjective 

Tends to portray men as predatory Language can be difficult Be decisive 

Tends to idealise women Can be too uncritical or authority Lack of disciplined thinking - take 

ends to dismiss power and affection created by romantic 
love between men and women 

Can lead to mental confusion  

It encourages women to refuse to work alongside men Not a problem-solving philosophy- critical of authority  

Proponents Proponents Proponents 

Mamphela Ramphele, Naomi Wolf, Lindiwe Zulu Husserl, M green, J Derrida Carl Jung, John Mbiti 
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African philosophy Systems Theory Critical Theory 

Ethnic/Sage/Political/ pure philosophy 
UBUNTU How should we understand the universe? 
What is my duty to the community? 

Life=huge number of complex systems 
Understanding, analysis & changing of systems 
What is the system? 

Critical pedagogy- Brainwashing 
Everybody has a voice 
critical thinking 

Main idea Main idea Main idea 

Oral tradition                  Community Analysis                      Complexity Ethics are important 

Cosmos                           Deity Dynamic relations Criticism of power structures 

Indigenous knowledge systems Problem-solving                       Wholeness Focus on power games 

Anti-colonialism             Tolerance & respect Functionality Wants to liberate everybody from oppression 

Ubuntu                           Humanness Systematic approach Knowledge created by humans 

Advantages Advantages Advantages 

Promotes African identity Everything can be described as a system with a function Realistically assess power structures 

Considers tradition- important/ Need of tradition Encourages openness- researchers talk to each other Morals and ethics are important 

Provides cultural unity/ built communities Applied to observe anything and everything Unmask the powerful 

Orientated towards participatory/ group Reveals blind spots in people's thinking Opposed to marginalisation(Depreciate,diminish 

Help us appreciate mystery/ Be more humble Choose own religion, leisure Encourage emancipation(independence) 

Disadvantages Disadvantages Disadvantages 

Not widely excepted Often uses difficult language It may lead to despair 

Relies too much on tradition/Ignore individual needs Sometimes vague and impractical Language is often difficult 

Does not encourage critical thinking Too abstract to be practical Can become fanatical (radical) 

Does not challenge power structures Ignores problems of power- prefer stay as is Can be to idealistic 

Gives us deeper understanding of ourselves 
It tolerates cruel superstitious practices- burn witches 

Constant interaction with other systems- community, 
society, friends and family 

 

Proponents Proponents Proponents 

Kwane Anthony Appaih, Kwasi Wiredu Bertlanffy, T Parsons Mohammed, Carl Marx, Jesus, Moses, Buddha 
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Modernism Postmodernism  

Strong belief in power of science and scientific 
discoveries 
How can science improve our lives? 

Rethink our belief in science &scientific progress 
What drives us as humans? 
Do live have meaning outside scientific 
discoveries? 

 

Main idea Main idea  

Science solution to most problems Raise important questions,  

Humans can master themselves- logical reasoning Challenges our faith in modernism  

Science will improve lives of human beings Questioning of all truths  

Humans are cool, reliable and can solve problems Need to silence dominant voices- no single truth , 
Values and ethics re-examined 

 

Positive side Advantages  

Science helped cure people- cancer Re-assess the quality of our lives  

Technology in urban world, hospitals, schools Resist pressure to become workaholic  

Slums destroyed, children inoculate Gain more creative energy  

TV, car Cell phones, internet- communication Question the claims of rigid morality  

Believe human are cool, calm rational person- relied 
upon- ideal world- reason and technology 

Lead freer lives  

Negative side Disadvantages  

Science not keeping promise- cancer and AIDS May encourage destructive behaviour- drugs  

Social problems: crime escalating, urban riots Not give us alternative to science as way forward  

Widening gap- poor and rich, racial unrest Underestimate the need for discipline  

Political extremism, higher unemployment Can lead to despair  

Mental illness- anxiety, depression, substance 
dependency 

Is elitist( snobbish) regard others inferior  

Proponents Proponents  

 J Derrida, Michael Foucault  
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Logical idea- be defined precisely 
Logical symbolism- Factual and logical statements are important in logical symbolism. Statement can be proved right or wrong 
logical positivism- to practice science as objectively as possible and verify all statements 
Linguistic analysis- main aim is to clear our minds of all words that muddle us and confuse the scientific enterprise 
Symbolic logic- is a statement that is true or false by definition 
Factual statement- different from value statements – cannot be proved right or wrong 
Empiricism- experience gained through the traditional 5 senses gives us our most reliable form of information- experienced 
Critical rationalism- focuses on avoiding falsity. Emphasises the importance of clear thinking and asking of questions 
Behaviourism- claims that humans are entirely physical, minds not more than our brains, brain are simply complex electronic devices like computers 
Critical rationalists- Encourages us to ask questions- everything we are told. How do we know this is true? 
Existentialism-  Asks the question. What is the meaning of life? Why do I exist? Freedom of choice and decision is important 
nihilists- live has no meaning, no such thing as a soul, live a waste of time “so what?” 
Ethnic philosophy- “philosophy of Africa” holistic view- whole experience of human being 
Sage (wisdom) philosophy- focus on human in society- wise and far-sighted, can think critically 
Political philosophy- We must be different from Capitalism, socialism and communism 
Capitalism- an economic and political system in which a country's trade and industry are controlled by private owners for profit, rather than by the state. 
                      Private enterprise, free enterprise, 
Socialism- a political and economic theory of social organization which advocates that the means of production, distribution, and exchange should be owned or                                                                                                                                      
regulated by the community as a whole. (in Marxist theory) a transitional social state between the overthrow of capitalism and the realization of Communism. 
Communism- a theory or system of social organization in which all property is owned by the community and each person contributes and receives according to their ability and needs.  
African Philosophy 
Individualism- a social theory favouring freedom of action for individuals over collective or state control. The habit or principle of being independent and self-reliant. Western 
philosophy 
Anti-colonialism  - strictly speaking, is a term that may be applied to a movement opposed to any form of colonialism or imperialism 
Imperialism- a policy of extending a country's power and influence through colonization, use of military force, or other means. 
Ubuntu-Ubuntu is an ancient African word meaning 'humanity to others'. It also means 'I am what I am because of who we all are'. The Ubuntu operating system brings the spirit of 
Ubuntu to the world of computers. 
The “system”- is the political, social and economic system we all get caught up in 
System Theory- Is problem-centred. Sees the world and human activity largely as a process of problem solving 
Capitalist system- referred to as capitalism- stock exchange 
Critical theory- believes that any form of power structure is dangerous and destructive 
Marxism- wants to abolish all inequalities of wealth and all social inequalities 
Feminism- is a cluster of philosophies- focus is on sexual stereotyping- particular the rejection of the assumption that women are inferior to men 
African feminism- Deals with the question of western colonisation, gender and white male domination in Africa 
can be described as a political, pragmatic, reflexive and group-orientated form of feminism- referred “sisterhood of Africa” 
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First-wave feminism- the believe that women should be given the right to vote and that women  should be equal before the law 
Islamic- focuses on the place of the woman in Islam and generally contends that Islam gives moral and spiritual equality to men and women 
Patriarchal fundamentalism- a system of fanaticism, usually spread and imposed on women and many men by a tiny handful of militarists who have gained recent    
  political control of a society or country. 
Feminist Christian theology- began 1970's.  They ask “who said God was male?” 
phenomenology- the science of phenomena as distinct from that of the nature of being. an Approach that concentrates on the study of consciousness and the objects             of direct 
experience. They try to get to the essence (the heart) of the thing that they research. They concentrate on one thing (phenomenon) at a time, by putting all prejudices, emotional 
reactions and labels to one side for the moment. Different divisions- Phenomenology and the self, social and cosmic phenomenology 
Social Phenomenology is the study of the formal structures of concrete social existence as made available in and through the analytical description of acts of intentional 
consciousness. The object of such an analysis is the meaningful lived world of everyday life: the Lebenswelt, or "Life-world". 
Cosmic phenomenology- 
 
Hermeneutics- Means “ the science of interpretation” or the “science of communication”,  listen and communicate with each other, understand ing of text, art, music, science etc. 
Mandala is a diagram used as a focus and guide for meditation. Each Mandala represents the universe pictorially. 
Modernism-It is based on the conviction that science has improved, and will improve- lives of human beings.  They believe that human beings can master themselves and the world 
around them by careful, logical reasoning. How can science help improve our lives? 
Postmodernism-  is a philosophical mode of inquiry that raises important questions and challenges our faith in modernism. 
• what drives us as human beings? 
• Do our lives have meaning outside of mere scientific discoveries? 
• Are we all merely reasonable individuals? 
 

 
 
 
 


